Whitepaper: INTRODUCTION TO THE TWO-WIRE TRANSMITTER AND THE 4-20MA CURRENT LOOP

Background
First appearing in the 1950’s with the advent of electrical and electronic controls, the 4-20mA signal standard reigns
as one of the most popular mediums for signal transmission and electronic control in industrial environments nearly
60 years later.
Prior to the widespread adoption of electrical and electronic controls, buildings often used pneumatic control
systems. Large and powerful compressors drove 3psi to 15psi pneumatic signals throughout a plant and these
pneumatic lines connected to pneumatically controlled valves and pneumatically controlling valves in order to drive
proportional controls and actuators throughout the building, all powered from compressed air. Air pressure at 3psi
served as the “live-zero” and 15psi represented 100%. In this way, the more modern 4-20mA signal standard
emulated the earlier 3-15psi pneumatic controls. Any pressure below 3psi was considered “dead zero” and an alarm
condition. Some installations still use pneumatic control today. Modern I/P converters (current-to-pressure
transducers) are available to convert the 4-20mA control loops to common pneumatic ranges, such as 3-15psi, 118psi, 3-27psi, and 6-30psi.
In two-wire 4-20mA control loops, we use 2-wire transmitters to convert various process signals representing flow,
speed, position, level, temperature, pressure, strain, pH, etc., to 4-20mA DC for the purpose of transmitting the signal
over some distance with little or no loss of signal. This paper reviews the operation of this transmission standard and
its advantages, in particular as it relates to two-wire transmitters and the associated 4-20mA current loop.
The Basics of 4-20mA Current Loops
To help understand new concepts, I like to simplify them with easy to remember relationships. For the two-wire 420mA current loop, I use a simple triangle as follows:
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R
Figure 1: Symbolic 2-Wire Current Loop
From the triangle, I can quickly identify the three common components of a current loop, how they are wired together,
and even the direction of current flow. For my mental model, each side of the triangle represents a component of the
current loop. The vertices of the triangle represent a wired connection between these components. For reference, I
also place a positive/plus sign on the “peak” of the triangle. I will also use the first three letters of “TRIangle” to
identify the principle components. Accepting the convention that current flow will move from the supply positive to
and return to the supply negative, I see that current moves counter-clockwise in my symbolic current loop.
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Figure 2A: 2-Wire Current Loop
With Component Substitutions

Figure 2B: Traditional 2-Wire
Current Loop w/ Earth Ground

The left side is labeled “T” and refers to “Transmitter”. The base of the triangle is labeled “R” and refers to
“Receiver”. The right side of the triangle is labeled “I” and refers to the source of current or the power supply. The
vertices refer to the wired connections between these elements. Each element shares two connections to the loop.
The “+” label at the peak shows that the positive side of the power supply connects to the positive side of the
transmitter. Using the convention of current flow from positive to negative, the direction of current flow from the
power supply is shown counter-clockwise.
You should also note that the Transmitter is not the source of current, but simply regulates the flow and magnitude of
the current through it. The current is sourced by the power supply, flows in controlled fashion through the transmitter,
then into the receiver, and returns to the power supply. The current flowing through the receiver produces a voltage
that is easily measured by the analog input of a controller or monitoring device. Figure 2B shows a schematic of a
simple 4-20mA current loop. Note the traditional position of earth ground in the current loop of Figure 2B.
To help us to understand the operation of a two-wire current loop, let’s consider each element of the current loop
separately:
1. Power Supply: The current loop uses DC power because the magnitude of the current represents the signal
level that is being transmitted. If AC power was instead used in the loop, the magnitude of current would be
continuously changing, making it difficult to discern the signal level being transmitted. For 4-20mA current loops
with 2-wire transmitters, the most common loop power supply voltage is 24V DC, but there are also instances of
12V, 15V, and 36V DC. Some older systems use higher voltages. But the most important thing to remember
about the power supply is that it must be set to a level that is greater than the sum of the minimum voltage
required to operate the Transmitter, plus the IR drop in the Receiver, and for long transmission distances, the IR
drop in the wire. Calculating this drop must also consider the maximum level of current that can flow in the 420mA current loop—not 20mA, but the over-scale or alarm limit of the transmitter.
A common problem encountered in some installations, is that the loop receiver device will exhibit a roll-off in the
measured signal at the top end of the range. This is usually due to a power supply voltage that can no longer
drive the necessary loop voltage due to an added load in the current loop. In most cases, this can be related to a
failure to account for the IR voltage drop in the wires when transmitting over long distances, or simply failing to
include the over-range current in your calculation. It also occurs by adding too many receivers, or loads to the
loop.
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Note that this paper focuses mainly on 2-wire “Type 2” transmitters, which must use DC power supplies (see
Figure 3A below). However, the ANSI/ISA standard 50.00.01 actually describes three different current loop
connection types. The two-wire transmitter described here is a Type 2 connection type, in which the transmitter
has a “floating” connection relative to ground. The standard also describes a Type 3 connection type, or 3-wire
transmitter loop, where the Transmitter and Receiver share a ground connection with power, and the transmitter
uses a third wire to connect to power outside of the current loop. Type 4 refers to a 4-wire transmitter where the
Transmitter and Receiver float, and separate power leads power the transmitter outside of the current loop.
Four-wire transmitters can be AC or DC powered. In fact, 24VAC is a common power voltage for AC powered 4wire transmitters. The following figures show the three basic transmitter connection types:

ANSI/ISA CURRENT TRANSMITTER CONNECTION TYPES
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Figure 3A: Type II 2-Wire Circuit
Transmitter Floats Relative to Ground
DC Power in Series in Loop
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Figure 3B: Type III 2-Wire Circuit

Figure 3C: Type IV 2-Wire Circuit

Transmitter & Receiver Share Common w/ Power
Separate DC Power Connection to Transmitter

Transmitter and Receiver Float
Separate Supply Powers Transmitter

Note that in most installations, the power supply is local to either the transmitter, or the receiver. Some receiver
devices will include an excitation source at their input, typically 24VDC. These are typically referred to as
“sourcing inputs”, referring to their double-duty as both a loop receiver, and a source of current for the loop.
2. Receiver: This is the device at the other end of the transmission line that “receives” the transmitted signal. In a
4-20mA process loop, the Receiver could be located thousands of feet from the transmitter. Because it is much
easier to measure voltage than current, we often use a resistor to represent the Receiver in a 2-wire current loop.
This resistor can be a physical resistor, or simply the input impedance of the receiver channel. The Receiver
itself could be any number of different devices, such as: a panel meter, actuator valve, motor speed control, a
PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), or other DCS (Digital Control System). It may even be another
transmitter, signal isolator, or even a wireless transducer. But for most Receiver devices, the loop current is
commonly passed through a resistor to produce a voltage for measurement by the device. Thus, the simplest
receiver can be represented by a load resistance connected in parallel with a voltmeter.
The voltage generated across the internal resistance of the Receiver is the signal which the Receiver processes.
An analog current loop can be converted to a voltage input with a precision resistor. Further, by using 4-20mA
as the driver, the voltage produced across a load resistor is easily scaled by simply changing the resistance.
Common resistances used are 250Ω (1-5V), 500Ω (2-10V), 50Ω (0.2-1V), and 100Ω (0.4-2V). Note also that
you are not limited to a single receiver in any given current loop, but could choose to connect several receiving
devices in series in the loop with each receiver driven by the same current. But always keep in mind that the
loop power supply must be sufficient to drive the voltage produced across the load of the receiver at maximum
current, plus the voltage drop in the wiring, and all the while maintaining the minimum voltage required by the
transmitter to maintain operation.
Depending on the source of current for the loop, receiver devices may be classified as active (supplying power),
or passive (relying on loop power). For example, a chart recorder may additionally provide loop power to a
pressure transmitter. Panel mount displays and chart recorders are receivers that are commonly referred to as
“indicator devices” or 'process monitors'.
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Although the two-wire current loop is less sensitive to induced noise, it’s not immune to noise pickup, particularly
over long transmission distances. In these applications, it is helpful to place a 0.1uF capacitor directly across the
Receiver input. This helps to filter out high frequency noise and is especially important for wide-band or highspeed receiver inputs. For 60Hz AC noise, additional “bulk” filtering of 1uF or greater may also be required.
3. Transmitter: This is the device used to transmit data from a sensor over the two-wire current loop. There can
be only one Transmitter output in any current loop. It acts like a variable resistor with respect to its input signal
and is the key to the 4-20mA signal transmission system. The transmitter converts the real world signal, such as
flow, speed, position, level, temperature, humidity, pressure, etc., into the control signal necessary to regulate the
flow of current in the current loop. The level of loop current is adjusted by the transmitter to be proportional to
the actual sensor input signal. An important distinction is that the transmitted signal is not the current in the loop,
but rather the sensor signal it represents. The transmitter typically uses 4mA output to represent the calibrated
zero input or 0%, and 20mA output to represent a calibrated full-scale input signal or 100% as shown in Figure 4
below:
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Figure 4: Sensor Input Signal vs Transmitter Output Current

The relationship between the output current value and process variable measurement is set by calibration of the
transmitter, which assigns a different range of engineering units to the span between 4 and 20 mA. In some
transmitters, the mapping between the sensor engineering units and output current can even be inverted, such
that 4mA represents the full-scale process variable, and 20mA the minimum process signal.
Since the focus of this paper is on the 4-20mA, 2-wire current loop, an important distinction of the 2-wire
transmitter used in these loops is that they actually draw their operating power from the current flowing through
them and the voltage across them. Because the lowest level of the transmission signal is 4mA or less
(essentially a “live zero” signal), the transmitter must be able to operate from less than 4mA. Two-wire
transmitters will also have minimum and maximum output voltage ratings that must be observed. The lower
voltage is the minimum voltage required to operate the transmitter, and the maximum transmitter voltage is the
highest voltage it can withstand.
This is another benefit of loop-powered 2-wire transmitters: that they have their power supply and signal sharing
the same pair of connection wires. This simplifies installation considerably, and the low DC transmission levels
permit the use of small, inexpensive copper wiring.
A common misconception about Transmitters is that they source the loop current, but the transmitter is not the
source of the current. Rather, it is a series connected current-sinking circuit that will attempt to draw current from
a power supply wired to its output terminals. The current in the loop is the medium via which the sensor signal is
transmitted. The current flowing through the transmitter is proportional to the input signal being measured.
When calibrated properly, this current will vary from 4 to 20mA over the range of its sensor input signal. The
transmitter will also make allowances to support under-range and over-range output current levels.
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Another important point about the transmitter is that the voltage at its output terminals will vary according to the
loop power supply voltage, the IR voltage drop in the wires, and the IR voltage drop across the receiver. So you
must make sure that the loop supply voltage level can drive the minimum required by the transmitter, plus the
voltage drop in the wires, plus the voltage drop produced at the receiver for the maximum current level of the
loop. The transmitter output voltage will adjust itself to dissipate any excess voltage in the loop, but the loop
supply must never exceed the maximum voltage rating of the transmitter output.
4. Wire: Referring back to our triangular depiction of the two-wire current loop, the vertices of the triangle represent
the connections between the elements, or the wire used to wire the elements together. The impact of the wire
resistance in the current loop is often ignored, as it usually contributes negligible IR voltage drop over short
distances and small installations. However, over long transmission distances, this drop can be significant and
must be accounted for, as some current loop installations will use wire distributed over hundreds and even
thousands of feet. To illustrate the impact of wire resistance, the following table lists the resistance of common
copper wire gauges.
Table 1: Bare Copper Wire Resistance at 25°C (77°F)
Wire AWG DIAMETER (mils)
OHMS Per 1000 Feet
10
101.90
1.018
12
80.80
1.619
14
64.10
2.575
16
50.80
4.094
18
40.30
6.510
20
32.00
10.35
22
25.30
16.46
24
20.10
26.17
26
15.90
41.62
28
12.60
66.17
30
10.00
105.2
32
8.00
167.3
34
6.30
266
36
5.00
423
38
3.97
673
40
3.14
1070

As an example of the potential impact
wire resistance can have on an
installation, let’s assume that we have
wired our loop elements together using
3000 feet of 24 AWG, plenum-rated,
instrumentation and control wire. Note
that 3000 feet is the total round-trip
length of wire. Thus, we can calculate
a wire resistance of 3000ft*26.2Ω/1000ft
=78.6Ω. This will result in a voltage drop
of 0.022A* 78.6Ω =1.73V at a maximum
loop current of 22mA.

If you find yourself having to do these kinds of calculations often, but you do not have an AWG Copper Wire
Chart handy, you can approximate the wire resistance of a given gauge by committing three points to memory:
•
•
•

40 AWG copper wire is approximately 1Ω per foot (refer to Table 1 and see 40AWG is 1070Ω per 1000
feet, or 1.07Ω per foot).
Every 10 wire gauges lower divides resistance by 10 (refer to Table 1 and note that 30AWG is 105.2Ω
per 1000 feet, or 0.1Ω per foot).
Every 3 wire gauges lower halves the resistance.

For example, to approximate the resistance of 24AWG copper wire, without having to refer to a table, you can do
the math in your head as follows:
Remembering that 40AWG is 1Ω/foot. Then 10AWG lower is 30AWG and one-tenth of this, or 0.1Ω/foot. Then
3 AWG lower is 27AWG at one half of this, or 0.05Ω/foot. Then 3 AWG lower at 24AWG is one half of that, or
0.025Ω/foot. Now check this against Table 1 and note that 24AWG wire is actually 26.17Ω per 1000 feet, or
0.02617Ω per foot. Our approximation is less than 5% from the value in Table 1. You will note slight differences
in wire resistance values from manufacturer to manufacturer.
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You must always make sure the loop supply voltage is always large enough to drive the minimum transmitter
voltage Vt, plus the IR voltage drop in the wire, plus the IR voltage drop in the receiver, and at maximum loop
current. In Figure 5 below, the simplified current loop has been modified to account for this wire resistance by
depicting this resistance as a single series-connected resistor Rw in the loop. Note that when referring to the
length of the cable, which in many installations is shielded twisted pair, you must account for the resistance of
both wires combined, or the resistance of the “round-trip” length of the two-wire loop.

Rw
Two-Wire
Transmitter

Figure 5: Traditional Two-Wire
Current Loop w/ Resistor Rw
Added to Account for Total
(Round Trip) Wire Resistance
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-

Vs > Vt_min + Vw + Vr

From another perspective, if my power supply is 24V minimum, the transmitter requires 8V, my maximum current
is 22mA, and 1.73V is dropped in the wire (0.022A*78.6Ω), what is the maximum receiver load that I can
support? To answer this, simply use Ohms law to calculate Rr = Vr/I = (Vs-Vt-Vw)/I = (24V-8V-1.73V)/0.022A =
648Ω. Note that 648Ω represents the total resistance that can be driven at 22mA and if you have multiple
receivers, this resistance is split between the devices and this sum cannot exceed 648Ω.
Popular Wired Applications
The floating connection relative to ground makes two-wire “Transmitters” somewhat flexible in the way they connect
to various “Receiver” devices. In most installations, the loop power supply will be local to either the transmitter, or
local to the remote receiver. Shielded twisted pair wiring is often used to connect the longest distance between the
field transmitter and remote receiver. The receiver device is commonly the input channel of a Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC), a Digital Control System (DCS), or a panel meter. Some receivers already provide excitation for
the transmitter and these are referred to as “sourcing” inputs. Other receivers that do not provide excitation are
referred to as “sinking” inputs and these will require that a separate power supply connect in the loop. Here are
example transmitter connection diagrams for “sourcing” and “sinking” receiver types:

Figure 6: Common Two-Wire Transmitters Connections to "SOURCING" and "SINKING" Input Receivers.
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Some installations will use a single power supply to
drive multiple current loops, as shown in Figure 7 at
left. In this example, the power supply must be
rated for at least three times the maximum
transmitter current. However, a short circuit or
other high-current fault in any loop could produce a
power failure that would disable all transmitters
powered by the source. These applications will
usually implement some form of current-limiting
and/or fault protection. For example, intrinsically
safe loops include a barrier device that limits the
current and voltage to a transmitter. Fault
protected sources add another level of system
safety. Setting a current limit on each loop lets you
size the power supply without over-specifying it.

Figure 7: Multiple Transmitters Sharing The Same Power Supply
(3 Separate Current Loops, No Protection Barrier)

What makes 4-20mA signal transmission so attractive?
While we’ve reviewed some of the fundamentals of 4-20mA two-wire current loops and the basic loop elements, and
we have an idea of how they work together, let’s consider some of the advantages of 4-20mA signal transmission.
Probably the greatest advantage of using a current loop for signal transmission is the current loop’s low sensitivity to
electrical noise. This is very important for long distance transmission in harsh industrial environments. As a
generally low impedance system, it is much less sensitive to induced noise, than perhaps the high impedance input
of a voltage amplifier. The currents injected by typical noise sources are generally no more than a few hundred
micro-amps, usually insignificant to the 16mA span. The use of a “Live Zero” also improves the signal to noise ratio
at low levels, allowing us to accurately discern low signal levels without added noise or interference.
Another advantage to the 4-20mA current loop is that it is essentially lossless with respect to the transmission media
(wire) and the interconnections (connectors). That is, the accuracy of the signal is not affected by the voltage drop in
the interconnecting wiring. This allows the signal transmission to occur over long distances, with varying conductors.
Compare this to voltage signals, which will always have an associated signal loss related to the length of the wires—
the 4-20mA signal current does not exhibit any signal losses under this same scenario. Kirchoff’s Current Law
teaches us that the current in a loop is equivalent at any point in the loop. That is, if you happen to be reading 12mA
at your receiver input, you can be certain that 12mA is passing through your transmitter.
The 4mA “Zero-Offset”, “Live Zero”, or “Positive-Zero” is Failsafe. The use of 4mA as the starting point for our
transmitted signal is useful in trouble-shooting, as signal integrity is verified with 0% of input and output signal. A
failed current loop due to a lead break or open device can be immediately discerned as zero current flow, which is a
fail-safe level outside of the signal range. By offsetting the signal from zero, some transmitters will define an alarm
limit just below 4mA and different from zero, allowing a receiver to detect other failures in the system, like an input
sensor lead break. Having a live zero in your control system also allows you to set the “zero” of your controlled
device (i.e. an actuator valve or other device) just a little bit below 4mA to hold it completely OFF. You wouldn’t be
able to do that with a zero-based 0-20mA output. A “Live Zero” of 4mA also permits the two-wire current loop to
power the transmitter, simplifying installation and reducing costs.
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The 4-20mA current loop also allows additional “Receiver” devices to be connected in series in the loop without a
loss of signal. That is, as long as the loop voltage supply has sufficient capacity to drive the additional IR voltage
drops of the added devices, and its voltage does not exceed the maximum voltage rating of the transmitter. For
example, you might choose to wire a panel meter, a trend recorder, and a PLC input card in series in the same
current loop. The loop transmitter will maintain proper current in the loop, up to the voltage capability of the loop.
The number of additional receiver devices you can add is only limited by the available voltage level.
The 4-20mA transmission standard also has low inherent energy, minimizing its ability to couple noise into other
systems and also reducing its radiated emissions. Contrast that to the older pneumatic systems that use inefficient
high power compressors up to 50HP to drive compressed air through their control lines.
The Future of 4-20mA
Looking ahead, the future continues to look bright for the 4-20mA signal transmission standard in industrial
environments. Its lossless nature, lower-sensitivity to induced noise, its live-zero offset, fail-safe operation, and easy
scalability contribute to its longevity. Plus its adaptability to many different wire conductors and connectors, and its
relative immunity to poor quality connections, all contribute to its popularity. And because it is so widely supported by
thousands of compatible devices, including wireless transducers, it would be difficult to unseat it as the leading
1
analog transmission standard for industrial I/O. Likewise, modern variations of 4-20mA such as HART continue to
drive support for the standard.

1

HART refers to Highway Addressable Remote Transducer, and is a digital communication standard that
superimposes a ±0.5mA digital signal at high frequency on the 4-20mA process signal to facilitate digital
communication between HART enabled devices, that include controllers, computers, smart sensors, and
actuators. This protocol uses Bell 202 Frequency Shift Keying at the physical layer with a “1” represented
by 1200Hz, and a “0” by 2400Hz. In this way HART enabled devices allow the transmission of
communication parameters, in addition to and simultaneous with, the normal analog process signal output.
All HART enabled devices must store 35 to 40 data items and parameters as a standard feature, and these
parameters include device status, diagnostic alerts, process variables and units, loop current and
percentage range, basic configuration parameters, and manufacturer and device tag (ID) information.
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